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METAFORMS®

Steel Curb & Gutter

FACE FORMS
Properly selecting the correct face form to match 
the specification along with the contractor's need 
is crucial. Face forms can be made to match 
existing forms or to meet a new specification. 
Several face form configurations are shown 
below.

DIVISION PLATES Division plates have two roles. One is 
to put all forms into proper configuration and the other is 
to allow for proper scoring of the concrete.

Heltzel Style Curb Concrete 
Forms Metal Forms straight 
Heltzel style curb forms are 
available with the option of 2 inch 
or 3 inch top and bottom rails.  

CURB & GUTTER COMPONENTSSave Time...Save Labor...Save 
Lumber with Metal Concrete Forms
Curb and gutter formwork utilizes the standard 
Metaforms® in conjunction with division plates, 
top spacers and face forms to create a wide 
variety of cross sections. Base-Line™ or Slim-
Line™ concrete forms can be used as the 
"back form" or the "front gutter form". 

Metaform® curb face concrete forms, available 
in any of the six basic styles illustrated, are an 
essential part of the form equipment necessary 
for profitable construction of quality curb and 
gutter work. These concrete forms not only 
produce curb faces which are accurate and 
uniform, but they greatly reduce the time and 
labor ordinarily spent on finishing.
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A "Form to Finish" Product From:

LIGHTWEIGHT FORMS  
12 Ga. SPECIAL ANALYSIS STEEL 

Streamlined design permits easy      
handling and efficient transport 

HEAVY DUTY FORMS  
10 Ga. SPECIAL ANALYSIS STEEL 
Heavy-duty design ensures rugged       

performance and long life 

FLEXIBLE RADIUS FORMS
12 Ga. SPECIAL ANALYSIS STEEL 

Six (6)  V-Type Stake Pockets 

Standard Part Numbers 
 Recommended Bill of Materials for a Typical 100' Curb &Gutter set-up

Contact our office for a quote. 414-964-4550 




